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Abstract. Many model checking techniques are based on enumerative graph
search, a procedure that is known to be prohibitively time and memory consuming. Modern multi-core processors rely on parallelism instead of raw clock
speed to provide increased performance, so it is necessary to leverage this parallelism to achieve better performance in model checking. In this work, we compare hash-distributed search, a well-known parallel search technique for model
checking, with an algorithm from the automated planning and heuristic search
community called Parallel Structured Duplicated Detection (PSDD). We show
that PSDD has two major advantages over hash-distributed search for multi-core
model checking. First, PSDD is able to perform full partial-order reduction where
hash-distributed search must be conservative and subsequently miss reduction
opportunities in many cases, causing it to search a much larger space. Second,
PSDD performs duplicate detection on states immediately, avoiding the need to
store duplicate states for inter-thread communication. We have implemented and
compared both techniques in the Spin model checker; our results show that PSDD
uses significantly less memory than hash-distributed search, can be faster and give
better parallel speedup than both hash-distributed search and Spin’s built-in parallel depth-first search. Finally, we show how PSDD can use external memory,
such as disk storage, to greatly reduce its internal memory requirements.

Introduction
Model checking is a fundamental tool used in the creation and verification of asynchronous and distributed systems. Since the actions performed by each component of
such a system may be interleaved in many ways, there can be a large number of configurations of the system as a whole. Given an abstract model of a system, a model checker
can enumerate all reachable configurations of the model in order to aid in verification
of its correctness. During enumeration, the model checker can ensure that the model
does not exhibit any invalid behaviors or reach any invalid states. If such an error is
found then a trace of the actions leading to it can be reported back to the user. This trace
information is invaluable when creating and debugging a new system. Additionally, if
the model checker is unable to find any invalid behaviors then it is evidence that the
system is in fact correct.

To enumerate the all possible states of an asynchronous system, many popular
model checkers treat the configuration space as an implicitly defined graph where nodes
correspond to system states and edges are the possible transitions of each component.
A path through this graph gives one possible interleaving of the actions that the system
may perform. Once the graph is defined, an exhaustive search algorithm can then explore all reachable states of the system looking for ones that violate certain properties.
As is typical with implicit graphs, however, there can be a very large number of nodes
causing the search to take a prohibitive amount of time or memory.
The model checking community, the heuristic search and automated planning communities have all been quite successful in developing new search frameworks that take
advantage of modern multi-core processors. These frameworks have enabled them to
improve the performance of their algorithms and have also been shown to be successful
at offloading a significant portion of the memory requirement of a large graph search
to external storage devices such as hard disks. However, some of the most successful
techniques used by the heuristic search and planning communities have yet to be tested
for model checking. Because of their success on other types of search problems, we
would like to compare these approaches to those commonly used to parallelize search
in model checking.
We have implemented two techniques for parallelizing breadth-first search in the
Spin model checker [6]. The first technique is based on a common approach for parallel model checking that distributes states among different searching threads by using
a hash function [15, 9]. We call our implementation of this algorithm hash-distributed
breadth-first search (HD-BFS). The second method comes from the heuristic search and
planning communities called parallel structured duplicate detection (PSDD) [17]. We
show that PSDD has some major advantages over hash-distributed search for model
checking. First, HD-BFS uses delayed duplicate detection [13, 10] and must store duplicate search nodes temporarily while they are being communicated between threads.
PSDD is able to detect duplicate states immediately after they are generated thus abolishing the need to use extra memory in order to store them. Second, PSDD is able to
preserve Spin’s ability to perform partial-order reduction – a technique used by model
checkers to decrease the size of the search space. This means that, when using multiple
threads, PSDD is often able to search a significantly smaller space than both HD-BFS
and Spin’s built-in multi-core depth-first search, both of which must be more conservative when performing partial-order reduction. Overall, the results of our experiments
demonstrate that PSDD is faster and able to achieve greater parallel speedup than both
HD-BFS and Spin’s state-of-the-art multi-core depth-first search.
In addition to improving the performance of breadth-first search, we show some
preliminary results demonstrating that PSDD can also successfully reduce the memory
requirements of model checking by making use of external storage devices. In one
experiment PSDD is able to reduce the memory requirement of the search by over
500% when using a hard disk to supplement internal memory.

Depth-first Versus Breadth-first Search
Two of the most well-known graph search algorithms are depth-first search and breadthfirst search. Depth-first search generates the successors of nodes in the graph (we call
the generation of successors of a node ‘expanding the node’) in deepest-first order. This
means that the most recently generated node will be the next node that is expanded.
Breadth-first search, on the other hand, expands nodes in shallowest-first order. Spin
uses depth-first search by default as it is able to check both safety properties (typically
used to verify that something undesirable will not happen) and liveness properties (typically used to verify that something desirable will eventually happen) whereas Spin’s
breadth-first search algorithm is only able to verify safety properties.
Breadth-first search for model checking is guaranteed to find shortest counter-examples
if the model violates a safety property. This is significant because, many important properties of an asynchronous system are safety properties and when debugging a system
one must understand the counter-example provided by the model checker in order to
determine why the system is not behaving as desired. Depth-first search pays no heed
to the number of steps used to reach a node in the state space and therefore may produce
a counter example that is many steps longer than necessary. These long traces can be
extremely hard to interpret as they will contain a lot of transitions that are not necessary
to produce the faulty behavior. To put this in perspective, on one model we have observed that depth-first search finds a deadlock and provides a trace consisting of 9,992
steps where breadth-first search finds a trace for the deadlock with the smallest number
of possible steps: 42.
While breadth-first search cannot be used directly to verify liveness properties, there
has been work on efficient translations of liveness checking problems into safety checking problems, which can subsequently be verified by breadth-first reachability analysis [1, 14]. Given depth-first search’s inherently sequential nature [12], checking liveness property using a breadth-first, instead of depth-first, strategy can better leverage
the latest multi-core processors for greater parallel speedups.

Hash-distributed Breadth-first Search
Burns et al. [3] discuss the difficulties in parallelizing best-first search algorithms such
as breadth-first search3 and they show that many naı̈ve implementations of parallel
search actually perform worse than their serial counterparts.
In order to successfully search a graph in parallel the graph should be divided in a
way that each thread performing the search can operate on an independent portion of
the graph. A simple way to achieve this is to divide the nodes of the graph statically
using a hash function; as each new node is generated, its hash value is computed and it
is distributed to the thread with the thread ID equal to the hash value modulo the number
of threads. If a node is generated multiple times, each duplicate will be assigned to the
same thread so duplicate detection can be performed locally within each thread. This
framework is called hash-distributed search and was originally proposed as a method
3
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for parallelizing the A∗ algorithm [5] and was later discovered by Stern and Dill [15] in
the context of model checking and then by Kishimoto et al. [9] who called the algorithm
hash-distributed A* (HDA∗ ) and applied it to automated planning problems.
We have implemented a hash-distributed breadth-first algorithm, based on HDA∗ .
We call this algorithm hash-distributed breadth-first search (HD-BFS). HD-BFS works
in layers by expanding the nodes at a given depth from the root in parallel until all nodes
at the current depth have been expanded. When a depth layer has been completely
expanded, all threads proceed synchronously to the next depth and begin searching
there.
Each HD-BFS thread uses a pair of queues to represent the search frontier. One
queue, called the current queue, contains all nodes assigned to the thread that are at
the current search depth. The second queue, called the next queue, contains all nodes
assigned to the current thread that are at the next search depth. Each thread also has a
hash table containing all nodes that it has previously expanded. This table is used to
prevent the search from expanding the same nodes multiple times. Note that, because
all duplicates of a search node will be assigned to the same thread by the hash function,
no node resides in more than a single hash table.
When searching, each thread expands the nodes from its current queue one-at-atime. When a successor node is assigned by the hash function to a different thread than
the one that generated it, it must be sent there using inter-thread communication. Otherwise, when a successor node is assigned back to the same thread that generated it, it is
immediately checked for membership in the local hash table to determine if it is a duplicate and if it is not a duplicate then it is added to the next queue for the local thread;
no communication is required. Our implementation of HD-BFS uses the communication scheme from Burns et al. [3] to send nodes between threads asynchronously using
shared-memory queues.
After receiving a new node sent from a different thread, the receiving thread checks
to see if the node is a duplicate by testing it for membership in its local hash table.
If the node is not a duplicate then it is placed on the thread’s next queue. This is the
appropriate queue because all threads are expanding nodes at the same depth from the
root and therefore any generated node resides at the next depth regardless of which
thread generated it.
If all threads have empty current queues and no nodes are in transit between threads,
then the current depth layer has been completely expanded. When this happens, all
threads synchronously swap their next queue with their current queue and begin searching nodes at the next depth. If all current queues are still empty after swapping to the
next depth then the search space has been exhausted and the algorithm terminates.
Disadvantages
We have found that there are two major disadvantage to hash-distributed search when
applied to model checking. The first is that hash-distributed search delays the detection
of duplicate nodes when they are communicated between threads. When nodes are sent
to another thread they are placed on the receiving queue for that thread and sit there
until they are eventually received and checked against the receiving thread’s hash table.

This delayed detection of duplicate nodes can cause the search to require more memory as the duplicates reside in the receiving queue instead of immediately having their
memory freed for reuse. As we will see, the extra memory overhead created by delaying
duplicate detection can be quite substantial.
The second disadvantage of hash-distributed search is that it must be conservative
when applying partial-order reduction [8], a technique used in model checking to reduce
the size of the search graph. When expanding a node while using partial-order reduction, only a subset of the successors are considered and the rest are discarded. While
performing breadth-first search with partial-order reduction, Spin uses a test called the
Q proviso [2] to prevent reduction in cases where completeness can not be ensured.
When generating the successors of a node, the Q proviso tests if any of the successors
already resides on or is placed on the breadth-first search queue. If the Q proviso is
satisfied then the reduction can take place, otherwise the full expansion must happen.
Bos̆nac̆ki et al. [2] proved that this simple test allows breadth-first search to remain
complete under partial-order reduction when searching for safety property violations
and deadlocks.
With hash-distributed search, the successors of a node may not be assigned to the
expanding thread. When this happens, the expanding thread does not have the ability
to test if the successors are on or end up on the queue because this queue is owned
by a different thread. To preserve completeness, HD-BFS must be conservative and
assume that all nodes that are sent to different threads do not pass the Q proviso. This
reduces the chances of successfully performing partial-order reduction because, in order
to reduce, a thread must generate a successor that is assigned to itself and also passes the
Q proviso. As we will show in our experimental results, with a greater number of threads
the chance that successors will not be assigned to the expanding thread increases, so as
the number of threads increases the size of the search space will increase too. Because of
this, HD-BFS using multiple threads can actually perform worse than a serial breadthfirst search because the former must search a significantly larger space to guarantee
completeness.
Abstraction-based Hashing
Both of the previous issues with hash-distributed search stem from the fact that the
hash function used to assign nodes to threads is designed to uniformly distribute the
nodes. This is beneficial from a load balancing perspective, however, it means that it is
uncommon for the successors of a node to be assigned to the thread that generated them.
Burns et al. [3] present a novel modification to hash-distributed search that can be used
to help alleviate this issue at the cost of possibly decreasing load balancing. Instead of
using a hash function that distributes the nodes uniformly, a homomorphic abstraction
function can be used to distribute the nodes in a more structured fashion. Each thread is
responsible for a set of nodes in an abstract representation of the search graph. When a
node is generated, its abstract representation is computed and it is assigned to the thread
responsible for this abstract node.
The advantage of this approach, when using a carefully created abstraction, is that
the successors of a search node will tend to be assigned back to the same thread that

generated them. This means that the need for communication is reduced as newly generated nodes can often be handled locally. The disadvantage is that the search load may
not be evenly balanced among the threads. Burns et al. show that, in practice, using
an abstraction instead of a uniformly distributed hash function can greatly increase the
performance of HDA∗ on puzzle solving and planning problems.
For model checking, fewer communications mean fewer duplicate nodes that reside
in memory. It also means that there are more chances to perform partial-order reduction. As we will see, this approach can greatly reduce the memory requirements and
the size of the search space explored by hash-distributed search. Unfortunately, because
the nodes are no longer distributed uniformly among the threads, this abstraction-based
implementation of HD-BFS (which we call AHD-BFS) gives very brittle performance
for different numbers of threads. We suspect that the nodes tend to be distributed unevenly causing some threads to be very busy and some threads to starve for work. This
behavior hinders the ability of the search to fully exploit the available parallelism.

Parallel Structured Duplicate Detection
Instead of assigning nodes to threads a priori by using a hash function, Zhou et al.
[17] developed a framework called Parallel Structured Duplicate Detection (PSDD)
that allows threads to dynamically divide the search effort. PSDD uses a homomorphic
abstraction to map nodes in the search graph to nodes in an abstract representation of
the search graph. The abstraction is a many-to-one mapping that is typically created by
projecting away some of the state information of each search node. The abstract node to
which a search node maps is called the image of the search node under the abstraction.
Given a search graph and a homomorphic abstraction function, an abstract graph is
constructed as follows.
1. The set of nodes, called abstract nodes, in the abstract graph corresponds to the set
of abstract states.
2. An abstract node y ′ is a successor of an abstract node y if and only if there exist
two states x′ and x, such that
a. x′ is a successor of x, and
b. y ′ and y are images of x′ and x, respectively.
The abstract graph is used during search to locate portions of the search space that
are disjoint. More formally, let abstract node y = φ(x) be the image of state x under a
homomorphic abstraction function φ(·) and let succ(y) be the set of abstract successor
nodes of y in the abstract graph.
Definition 1. The duplicate-detection scope of a state x under a homomorphic abstraction function φ(·) corresponds to the union of sets of stored nodes that map to an abstract node y ′ such that y ′ ∈ succ(φ(x)), that is,
[
φ−1 (y ′ )
y ′ ∈ succ(φ(x))

where φ−1 (y ′ ) is the set of stored nodes that are pre-images of y ′ .

Proposition 1. The duplicate-detection scope of a node contains all stored duplicates
of the successors of the node.
Definition 2. The duplicate-detection scopes of states x1 and x2 are disjoint under a
homomorphic abstraction function φ(·), if and only if the set of abstract successors of
x1 ’s image is disjoint from the set of abstract successors of x2 ’s image in the abstract
graph, that is, succ(φ(x1 )) ∩ succ(φ(x2 )) = ∅.
Proposition 2. Two states cannot share a common successor if their duplicate-detection
scopes are disjoint.
Proposition 2 provides an important guarantee that a parallel model checker can leverage to reduce the amount of synchronization needed in parallel graph search. In particular, multiple threads can search disjoint portions of the graph, which correspond to
disjoint duplicate-detection scopes, without the need for communication. Unlike HDBFS, duplicate states are detected in PSDD as soon as they are generated.
As with HD-BFS, the search proceeds in layers. Each node in the abstract graph has
two queues, one for the current depth-layer and one for the next. These queues contain
the frontier nodes of the search graph that map to the given abstract node. Each abstract
node also has a hash table containing all of the previously expanded search nodes that
map to it.
Threads acquire access to expand all of the search nodes at the current depth for a
single abstract node at a time. Because the abstraction is homomorphic, the successors
of a search node will either map to the same abstract node or to one of the successors in
the abstract graph. By claiming exclusive access to an abstract node and its successors,
a thread can expand from the abstract node and perform immediate duplicate detection
on the generated successors using only the data structures to which it has exclusive
access. We call the set of nodes corresponding to an abstract node and its successors a
duplicated detection scope (see Def. 1) or just a scope for short.
The left image in Fig. 1 shows an example graph in light gray with a possible abstraction of the graph drawn in dark black on top of it. This abstraction groups together
sets of four nodes. There is an edge in the abstract graph between each pair of abstract
nodes for which there exists a pair of nodes in the underlying graph that are connected
by an edge and whose images correspond to each respective abstract state. The right
image in Fig. 1 shows two duplicate detection scopes in this graph, each defined by the
gray nodes and surrounded by a dashed line. Both duplicate detection scopes consist of
the gray nodes and all nodes that map to the successors of their image in the abstract
graph. When expanding any of the gray nodes, all successors will correspond to a node
that resides in the same duplicate detection scope.
To perform parallel search, each thread will use the abstract graph to locate a duplicate detection scope that does not overlap the scopes being used by other threads.
Given Proposition 2, these disjoint duplicate detection scopes may be searched in parallel without requiring communication. With this scheme, the only time that threads
must synchronize is when multiple threads require access to the abstract graph at the
same time. Only a single mutex is required to serialize access to the abstract graph and
operations on the abstract graph tend to be quick.

Fig. 1. A graph along with one of its possible abstractions (left) and two disjoint duplicate detection scopes of this graph (right)

The two duplicate detection scopes shown on the right half of Fig. 1 are disjoint as
they do not share any nodes.
When a thread completes the expansion of all open search nodes mapping to its
current abstract node, it can release its duplicate detection scope, marking all abstract
nodes in the scope as free to be re-acquired. Then the thread can try to acquire a new
scope to search. If there are no free scopes with open search nodes at the current depth
then the thread attempting to acquire a new scope must wait until another thread finishes
expanding and releases its abstract nodes. This wait time can be reduced by using a
finer-grained abstraction with sufficiently many disjoint duplicate detection scopes. In
practice, we find that abstractions can typically be made large enough that wait times
are insignificant.
Eventually, as open search nodes become exhausted in the current depth-layer, there
will be only a single thread actively searching as the other threads wait for abstract
nodes to become free. When the final non-waiting thread releases its duplicate detection
scope and finds that there are no free scopes with open nodes it will progress the search
to the next depth layer. To do this, the current and next queues for each abstract node
are swapped, all abstract nodes with open nodes in their new current layer are marked
as free, waiting threads are woken up and the search resumes. If the new depth-layer
contains no open search nodes then the search space has been exhausted and the threads
can terminate.
PSDD provides at least two advantages over hash-distributed search: 1) there may
be less synchronization between threads in PSDD because threads only need to synchronize access to the abstract graph when releasing and acquiring a new duplicate
detection scope and 2) duplicates can be checked immediately instead of using extra
memory to store duplicate nodes before they can be checked against the hash table.
PSDD provides an additional benefit when applied to model checking: it does not
need to be conservative when performing partial-order reduction. Recall that HD-BFS

did not have access to test if successor nodes reside on the breadth-first queue when the
successors were not assigned to the expanding thread. In PSDD, however, the expanding
thread has exclusive access to the data structures for the duplicate detection scope of
the abstract node from which it is expanding. This means that PSDD is able to test if
the successors that it is generating pass the Q proviso and therefore it does not need to
be conservative when doing partial-order reduction. As we will see, this gives PSDD a
major advantage over both HD-BFS and Spin’s multi-core depth-first search on many
models.
Abstraction for Model Checking
PSDD requires an abstract representation of the state-space graph in order to exploit
the local structure of the space. Since the state space is not explicitly represented in
memory, this abstraction must be a function that can be computed on each node. In
Spin, each state in the search space consists of the set of processes whose executions are
being modeled. Each process is represented by a finite automaton which has a current
state and a set of transitions. The abstraction that we used in our implementation of
PSDD is: given any state, consider only the process type and the automaton state of
a fixed subset of the process IDs. For example, consider a state with seven processes
numbered 0–6. One possible abstraction is to consider only the automaton states of the
first two process IDs. This effectively ‘projects away’ process IDs 2–6, leading to a
much smaller set of abstract nodes.
We use the transitions of the finite automaton to determine the predecessor and
successor relations in the abstract graph. Because only the state of a single component
automaton will transition between a node and its successors4 , the successors in the
abstract graph are all of the possible single transitions of the process IDs that have not
been removed in the abstraction. For efficiency, we generate the abstract graph lazily
as needed during the search. This provides the benefit of only instantiating the portions
of the graph that are actually used and it also constructs the graph in parallel with the
execution of the search instead of doing it serially as a pre-processing step.

Experimental Results
In this section we present the results of a set of experiments that we performed to evaluate the two methods of parallelizing breadth-first search. In addition, we compare to
Spin’s built-in multi-core depth-first search where applicable. The machine used in our
experiments has two 3.33GHz Xeon 5680 processors, each having six cores, and 96GB
of RAM.
Multi-core Depth-first Search
Spin comes, by default, with a state-of-the-art multi-core depth-first search algorithm
[7]. The algorithm connects each of the threads performing the search in a ring. Nodes
4
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may be passed from one thread to another around the ring in a single direction. Each
thread is then responsible for expanding all of the nodes that fall within a particular
depth-interval. When the successors of a node fall outside of an interval assigned to the
current thread, the newly generated successors must be passed to the neighboring thread
along the ring using a shared memory queue. This neighboring thread may then receive
the nodes from the queue and begin expanding them.
Using this technique, Holzmann et al. [7] were able to achieve speedups of just over
1.6x at two threads on a set of benchmark models and almost perfect linear speedup
for two threads on a reference model that provided a set of tunable parameters. In their
results, however, they show that this technique must be conservative when doing partialorder reduction. So, as with HD-BFS, the performance of multi-core depth-first search
can actually be worse than serial search when partial-order reduction is used.
In the following experiments, we compare to Spin’s multi-core depth-first search on
models which do not contain safety property violations, because it finds these violations
via suboptimal paths. Since breadth-first search is constrained to only return optimal
length traces and it must perform significantly more work, rendering the comparison
unfair. On models without property violations, however, all algorithms must exhaust
the search space and therefore will do a comparable amount of search.
Spin provides many parameters that may be tweaked to tune the search performance
for different models. We compiled the multi-core depth-first with the
-DFULL_TRAIL -DSAFETY -DMEMLIM=64000
options on all models. For each individual model we also used any additional parameter
settings that were recommended by Spin after running with the default parameter set.
Effect of Delaying Duplicate Detection
To compare the effects of the immediate duplicate detection of PSDD with the delayed
duplicated detection of HD-BFS we looked at the memory usage of the two algorithms.
Our hypothesis was that HD-BFS would require more memory in order to store duplicate search nodes during communication before they can be checked against the hash
table by the receiving thread. The model that we choose for this experiment is a model
of the dining philosophers problem with 10 philosophers. The model is constructed to
avoid the classic deadlock situation and therefore the entire search space will be exhausted by the search algorithms. This removes the effects of tie-breaking that may
be encountered when searching a model that contains an error. Also, with this model,
the same number of states are expanded by all algorithms regardless of whether or not
partial-order reduction is used and therefore we can conclude that any difference in
memory usage must be attributed to immediate detection of duplicate nodes or lack
thereof.
Figure 2 shows the memory usage reported by Spin for the 10 philosophers problem.
The x axis gives the number of threads from 1–12 and the y axis shows the number of
Gigabytes used to complete the search. Each line gives the mean of five runs at each
thread count and the error bars (which are so tight that they are hardly even visible in
this plot) show 95% confidence intervals on the mean. Breadth-first search only uses a
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Fig. 2. Memory usage of PSDD, HD-BFS, AHD-BFS and BFS.

single thread but we have extended the line for its single threaded performance across
the x axis to ease comparison.
From this figure, we can see that breadth-first search and PSDD both used less than
3 Gigabytes of memory. The memory usage for PSDD remained nearly constant in the
number of threads that performed the search. HD-BFS, however, required significantly
more memory on this model when run with more than a single thread. The amount of
memory required by HD-BFS increased sharply for up to six threads where it begun
to even out. As mentioned above, this can be attributed to the fact that HD-BFS was
required to store duplicate nodes in memory during communication instead of detecting
them immediately. Due to the reduction in inter-thread communication, AHD-BFS used
less memory than HD-BFS, however it still required more memory than breadth-first
search and PSDD for more than a two threads.
In addition to the results shown here, we have observed that HD-BFS required a lot
more memory on all of the models that we have used in our experiments. Presumably,
this is because of duplicate nodes, however, for other models the conservative partialorder reduction may also be a factor as we will see next.
Effect of Conservative Partial-Order Reduction
To evaluate the performance degradation that hash-distributed search and Spin’s multicore depth-first search suffer from due to conservative partial-order reduction we performed an experiment using a model of the semaphore implementation from the “Plan
9 from Bell Labs” operating system (Plan 9) [11]5 . The model is of particular interest
5
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Fig. 3. States expanded and memory used by PSDD, HD-BFS and BFS.

because, unlike the philosopher model used in the previous experiments, the semaphore
model was taken from a real-world model checking problem. Partial-order reduction
is able to reduce the size of the state space of this model by approximately a factor of
three, so failure to perform the full reduction has a significant impact on performance.
Figure 3 shows the number of states expanded (left) and the amount of memory used
(right) by PSDD, HD-BFS, breadth-first search and Spin’s multi-core depth-first search
on the semaphore model with four separate processes contending for the semaphore.
The format of the plot is the same as that of Fig. 2. We can see that breadth-first search
expanded the fewest nodes and used the least amount of memory in order to exhaust
the configuration space of this model. PSDD expanded only slightly more nodes than
breadth-first search and approximately the same amount of memory. The reason that
PSDD and breadth-first search expanded slightly different numbers of nodes is that they
may expand nodes within the same depth layer in a different order. This difference in
tie-breaking can have a small effect on the partial-order reduction by slightly increasing
or decreasing the number of nodes that must be expanded.
With a single thread, HD-BFS expanded about the same number of nodes and used
about the same amount of memory as breadth-first. As the number of threads was
increased, however, the number of expansions and memory requirement of HD-BFS
rapidly increased. HD-BFS required almost 80GB of memory when run with 12 threads.
The reason for the steep increase is that HD-BFS required more communications as the
nodes were divided up between more threads. Each time a node is communicated the
search conservatively assumed that it could not perform partial-order reduction and
therefore many redundant paths were explored that were not pursued by the other two
algorithms. The plot also shows this same effect happens with Spin’s multi-core depthfirst search. The depth-first search suffers from the same conservative partial-order reduction as HD-BFS and for more than a single thread it expanded many more states
than PSDD and breadth-first search.
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Fig. 4. Parallel speedup for PSDD, HD-BFS, AHD-BFS, and parallel depth-first search.

Overall Performance
Next we show the overall performance in terms of parallel speedup and wall-clock
time for the different algorithms on four models. For PSDD and AHD-BFS, which
both require an abstraction, we choose the fixed subset of processor IDs used in the
projection experimentally. For each model we ran the algorithms using a small set of
hand-chosen process ID sequences from 0–n and 1–n for small values of n (up to 7).
The sequence that gave the best performance for each model was used in the following
comparisons. We believe that the good performance exhibited by PSDD in the following
results when using such a simple abstraction is strong evidence that finding a good
abstraction for PSDD is not a difficult task.
Figure 4 shows the parallel speedup and Figure 5 shows the total wall-clock time
that the algorithms required to search four different models using 1–12 threads. As in
the previous plots, each line shows the mean performance across five runs with error
bars giving the 95% confidence intervals. The x axis show the number of threads used
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Fig. 5. Wall-clock seconds for PSDD, HD-BFS, AHD-BFS, parallel depth-first search, and serial
breadth-first search.

from 1–12 and in Fig. 5 the performance of breadth-first search is drawn across the x
axis of each plot even though it was only run serially. The models used were the dinning
philosopher problem with 10 philosophers and no deadlock, the dining philosophers
problem with 15 philosophers and a deadlock which is reachable in 42 steps, the Plan
9 semaphore with 4 contending processes, and the 0-level abstraction of the GNU iProtocol model from Dong et al. [4]6 which contains a live-lock that is reachable in
72 steps, modified to avoid rendezvous as Spin complains that these do not maintain
completeness with breadth-first search. Spin’s multi-core depth-first search algorithm
is not shown on the 15 philosopher model or the i-Protocol model because they both
exhibit errors for which depth-first search does not find shortest counter-examples and
therefore does not perform a comparable amount of search.
6

Available from http://www.cs.sunysb.edu/ lmc/iproto/

Figure 4 shows the parallel speedup of PSDD, HD-BFS, AHD-BFS and depth-first
search, computed as the single-threaded time divided by the time required for the number of threads given on the x axis. Speedup is perhaps one of the most important metrics
when comparing parallel algorithms as it is indicative of how well the algorithm will
perform as the parallelism increases. The diagonal line in each of the speedup plots
shows perfect linear speedup which is typically unachievable in practice, however, it
can provide a useful reference point. The closer that the performance of an algorithm
is to the diagonal line, the closer that its performance is to a perfect linear speedup. We
can see from these figures that PSDD came the closest to linear speedup on all of these
models; it always provided better speedup than the other parallel algorithms.
Figure 5 shows the wall-clock time, that is the actual time in seconds, required by
each algorithm for the four models. We can see from this figure that for greater than
three threads, PSDD was able to solve all of these models more quickly than the other
algorithms. On the two ‘real-world’ models, the semaphore and i-Protocol models, HDBFS actually required more time than serial breadth-first search when using more than
a single thread. This is because its conservative use of partial-order reduction caused
it to search a much larger graph (c.f., Fig. 3). Spin’s multi-core depth-first search also
suffered from this same issue, however, it seems to have made better use of parallelism
and with greater than four threads it was faster than serial breadth-first search on the
semaphore model. Finally, we can see that AHD-BFS gives very erratic performance
across different numbers of threads. We attribute this to poor load balancing among the
threads due to use of the abstraction instead of uniform node distribution.
External-Memory PSDD
Our results have demonstrated that PSDD requires less memory on model checking
problems than hash-distributed search and it gives better parallel speedup and faster
search times than both hash-distributed search and Spin’s multi-core depth-first search.
PSDD is also able to act as an external-memory search algorithm where external storage
such as a hard disk is used to supplement core memory. In fact, the PSDD framework
was originally developed by Zhou et al. for external-memory search [16]. Externalmemory PSDD [17] (external PSDD for short) works just like PSDD, however, when
an abstract node is not in use by one of the threads, it can be pushed off to external
storage. This reduces the memory usage of the search algorithm from that of the entire
search graph to just the size of the duplicate detection scopes acquired by each thread.
As a preliminary experiment, we implemented external PSDD in Spin and used it to
solve the deadlock-free 10 philosophers model. We ran on a machine with eight cores
and four disks configured in a RAID 0 array. A limitation of our setup was that I/O
operations were serialized via a single disk controller, therefore when using all eight
cores external PSDD did not benefit from parallelism. When using a single thread,
standard PSDD used an average of 233 seconds to complete its search and external
PSDD required 1,764 seconds on average (both times had very little variance). With
a more sophisticated machine, external PSDD will show improved performance when
using parallelism, for example, Zhou and Hansen [17] show performance improvements
for up to four threads with external PSDD for automated planning. Even given this
limitation with our experimental setup, the real benefit of external PSDD is still realized:

external PSDD was able to reduce the memory usage of search from 2.5 Gigabytes
with standard PSDD down to around half of a Gigabyte when using a single thread.
This is a 500% reduction in the memory requirement of the search. In many cases this
reduction in the memory requirement is much more important than reducing the search
time because it is easier to wait longer for the search to complete, however, it may not
be possible to add more memory. Because of this, the memory requirement is often
the limiting factor determining whether or not a model can be validated with a model
checker.

Discussion
In a preliminary experiment we have seen that external-memory PSDD is able to reduce
the memory requirement of search by a substantial amount. The penalty for externalmemory PSDD, however, is that it can take a lot longer than serial search as it has to
access hard disk storage. We suspect that the performance of external PSDD can be
increased substantially by using multiple RAID arrays in order to exploit parallelism.
In our current implementation, external PSDD uses more memory when run with
more than a single thread as each thread must have its own duplicate detection scope
in RAM. With eight cores, external PSDD used around the same amount of memory
as standard PSDD which does not use hard disk storage at all. A new technique called
edge partitioning [19] may be able to fix this problem. Edge partitioning reduces the
size of a duplicate detection scope to be only those search nodes that map to a single
abstract node. This can be a very significant reduction that will enable external PSDD
to use multiple threads while still having a very small memory footprint.
Until now, we have not discussed, in detail, how the chosen abstraction effects the
performance of PSDD. For our experiments, the abstraction was selected by evaluating
a small set of different abstractions on each model and choosing the one that gave the
best performance. If the abstract graph is too small or is too strongly connected then
PSDD can suffer as it will be unable to find a sufficient number of disjoint scopes to
search in parallel. We have found that the simple abstractions used in our experiments
have provided a sufficient amount of parallelism. Recent work, however, has shown that
PSDD can greatly benefit from a dynamic search space partitioning that changes the abstraction during search [18]. By using dynamic partitioning, the algorithm would be able
to select an abstraction that is more balanced, reducing the peak memory requirement
of external search, and less connected, increasing its ability to exploit parallelism.

Conclusion and Future Work
We have compared two techniques for parallelizing the breadth-first search algorithm
used to find deadlocks and safety property violations in model checking. Our results
showed that Parallel Structured Duplicate Detection provides benefits over both hashdistributed search and Spin’s multi-core depth-first search because it gives better parallel speedup and it requires significantly less memory. We have also demonstrated that
external PSDD can reduce the memory requirements of model checking even further by
taking advantage of cheap secondary storage such as hard disks. As CPU performance

relies more on parallelism than raw clock speed, the techniques presented in this paper
enable model checking to better exploit the full capabilities of modern hardware.
Partial-order reduction is a widely used technique for tackling the state-space explosion problem found in model checking. However, combining it with parallelization
techniques has been a challenge in the past. In this paper, we show that not only PSDD is
effective for parallel reachability analysis, but it also preserves the full power of Spin’s
partial-order reduction algorithm. As for future work, we will apply PSDD to other
model checkers to show its generality and effectiveness in speeding up search with full
partial-order reduction.
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